Home Learning for class: 12HP
Week beginning: 19/10/20
Our remote learning reflects our general school week.
Monday: Phonics/Spelling, English, Maths, Additional English, Big Think Assembly
Tuesday: Phonics/Spelling, English, Maths, Geography, PE
Wednesday: Art, Music, Spanish, Big Talk Assembly
Thursday: Phonics/Spelling, English, Maths, PSHE, PE
Friday: SPaG, RE, Maths, Science,
English
This week we will continue with our ‘Hodgeheg ‘work (all required information, PowerPoints and worksheets
are added to the folder).
Monday 1: Design a book cover
Monday 2: Write a blurb
Tuesday: Produce a book review
Thursday: Write descriptive setting sentences/ paragraph (extension – write it as a diary entry)
Phonics/ Spelling (please note, home spelling lists will be uploaded to the website as per usual)
Year 1 Phonics -Double letter sound ‘ff’ and ‘ll’
Please follow the daily ppt and/or sheets AND use this time to really familiarise the sounds
these letters make by saying them out loud. Don’t forget the importance of combining our
reading and spelling in phonics with our cursive letter formations.
Mon - ‘ff’ sound – ppt and sheet
Tues - ‘ll’ sound – ppt and sheet
Thurs – Revisit ‘ff’ and ‘ll’ sounds – practise writing words for spellings and letter formation. Challenge – apply
in sentences.
Fri – see SPaG
Year 2 Spelling – igh, ie, i_e
Mon - igh
Tues - ie
Thurs - i-e
Fri – see SPaG

as with year 1, also use this tie to develop cursive letter formation with joins.

Grammar and Punctuation
Year 1 SPaG – Fri- Questions and question marks -a question mark can be quite tricky to produce. Have a go
at forming some question marks. Can you ask some of your family members some questions? What do you
notice about the starting word? Can you write some of your questions down? Maybe you could e-mail some
question to me to find out a little more about me! 12hp@bramhopeprimaryschool.co.uk
Year 2 SPaG – Fri – homophones where / were / wear / we’re
Maths
Year 1: Place Value and Number
Mon – Can you order number?
Tues – Can you recognise ordinal numbers?
Thurs - Can you use a numberline?
Fri – End of block assessment

Year 2: Place Value and Number
Mon – Can you count in 3s?
Tues – Can you recognise fact families – addition and
subtraction bonds to 20?
Thurs - Can you check your calculations?
Fri – End of block assessment

Please see PowerPoints and worksheets in the folder. Please see PowerPoints and worksheets in the folder.
PSHE
This week, our ‘Big think’ assembly is about: Harvest Assembly ( see Harvest Ppt Monday)
Spanish
Practise the work you have been doing in class - saying hello, greetings, asking what you are called and
counting to 10/20
Saying hello
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tK0vp8LlDiM
What are you called?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ij5R1YTG48Q
Counting to 20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzhHrQbHZMA
Complete one of the counting worksheets to match your level
Music
Looking at the difference between traditional and contemporary music (see ppt)
RE
Thinking about making, writing and keeping promises (see ppt)
Art
This week, while we're apart, will be using the 'While we can't Hug' book as artistic inspiration. We will be
making a hedgehog sketchbook, which you will then be able to use to draw or doodle in. You will have a link
to a video of the story being read and a PowerPoint to guide you. Most importantly, have fun! We look
forward to seeing your creations.
PE
It is tricky to reflect our class PE lessons at home, but we have been discussing a lot about how exercise
affects our body and mind. Therefore, try to get out in the garden and have some fresh air and movement
(just like you would at playtime in school) and maybe try out some of Joe Wickes exercise classes recorded
from lockdown or GoNoodle dances. Take time to notice the changes in your body (and mind).

